
 

Penis worm: Widespread yet understudied
sea creatures
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Australia's oceans are home to a startling array of biodiversity—whales,
dolphins, dugongs and more. But not all components of Aussie marine
life are the charismatic sort of animal that can feature in a tourism
promotion, documentary, or conservation campaign.

The echiuran, or spoon worm, is one such animal. It is also called the
penis worm.
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There is no "Save the Echiuran Foundation" and no influencers selling
merchandise to help save them. But these phallic invertebrates are
certainly worth your time as integral and fascinating members—of
Australia's marine ecosystems.

What makes them so interesting?

Taxonomists have classified echiurans in various different ways over the
years, including as their own group of unique animals. Today, they're
considered a group of annelid worms that lost their segmentation. There
is uncertainty about the exact number of species, but an estimate is 236.

The largest echiuran species reach over two meters in length! They have
a sausage-shaped muscular trunk and an extensible proboscis (or tongue)
at their front end. The trunk moves by wave like contractions.

Most echiurans live in marine sand and mud in long, U-shaped burrows,
but some species also live between rocks. And they're widespread, living
up to 6,000 meters deep in the ocean all the way to the seashore,
worldwide.
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https://www.publish.csiro.au/is/IS19020
https://www.publish.csiro.au/is/IS19020
https://phys.org/tags/species/
https://mapress.com/zootaxa/2011/f/zt03148p012.pdf
https://searchworks.stanford.edu/view/5487251
https://animaldiversity.org/accounts/Echiura/
https://animaldiversity.org/accounts/Echiura/
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For example, one species, Ochetostoma australiense, is a common sight
along sandy or muddy shorelines of Queensland and New South Wales,
where it sweeps out of its burrow to collect and consume organic matter.

In fact, their feeding activities are something to behold, as they form a
star-like pattern on the surface that extends from their burrow opening.

In another species, Bonella viridis, there is a striking difference between
the males and females—the females are large (about 15 centimeters
long) and the males are tiny (1-3 millimeters). Most larvae are sexually
undifferentiated, and the sex they end up as depends on who's around.
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https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0056809
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.0030-1299.2005.13350.x?casa_token=UPJLSqAoWh8AAAAA%3ASD38Rfheacdt4Ger0I8-QyA8xCGuNnvNDQemWxqho-6eDLyyUffxfrQ1tKpCgAVuF1Cm52_sEh-LJZE
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.0030-1299.2005.13350.x?casa_token=UPJLSqAoWh8AAAAA%3ASD38Rfheacdt4Ger0I8-QyA8xCGuNnvNDQemWxqho-6eDLyyUffxfrQ1tKpCgAVuF1Cm52_sEh-LJZE


 

The larvae metamorphose into dwarf males when they're exposed to
females, and into females when there are no other females present.

Males function as little more than a gonad and are reliant on females for
all their needs.

Why they're so important

Echiurans perform a range of important ecological functions in the
marine environment. They're known as "ecosystem
engineers"—organisms that directly or indirectly control the availability
of resources, such as food and shelter, to other species. They do this
mainly by changing the physical characteristics of habitats, for example,
by creating and maintaining burrows, which can benefit other species.
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https://bioone.org/journals/zoological-science/volume-28/issue-3/zsj.28.225/Morphological-and-Ecological-Adaptation-of-Basterotia-Bivalves-Galeommatoidea%E2%80%94Sportellidae/10.2108/zsj.28.225.full.


 

  

Another common name for the penis worm is the fat innkeeper worm. Credit:
Alison Young/iNaturalist

Echiurans also have a variety of symbiotic animals, including
crustaceans and bivalve molluscs, residing in their burrows. This means
both animals have a mutually beneficial relationship. In fact, animals
from at least eight different animal groups associate with echiuran
burrows or rock-inhabiting echiurans—and this is probably an
underestimate.

They're beneficial for humans, too. Their burrowing and feeding habits
aerate and rework sediments. Off the Californian coastline, for example,
scientists noted how these activities reduced the impacts of wastewater
on the seabed.

And they're an important part of the diet of fish, including deepwater
sharks such as the houndsharks, and species of commercial significance
such as Alaskan plaice. Some mammals feast on them, too, such as the 
Pacific walrus in the Bering Sea, and the southern sea otter. In
Queensland they also contribute to the diet of the critically endangered 
eastern curlew.

And many people eat them in East and Southeast Asia, where they're
chopped up and eaten raw, or used as a fermented product called gaebul-
jeot. They (allegedly) taste slightly salty with sweet undertones.

The unloved billions

In Australia there is very little known about the biology and ecological
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF00397018
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/027277148690020X
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Vladimir-Napazakov/publication/323680211_Trophic_Ecology_of_Alaska_Plaice_Pleuronectes_quadrituberculatus_Pleuronectidae_in_the_Sea_of_Okhotsk_and_the_Bering_Sea/links/5c9b54dba6fdccd4603d0ccf/Trophic-Ecology-of-Alaska-Plaice-Pleuronectes-quadrituberculatus-Pleuronectidae-in-the-Sea-of-Okhotsk-and-the-Bering-Sea.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00288330.1984.9516026
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1748-7692.2009.00316.x?casa_token=qBdC5WTzJ3sAAAAA%3AR4mo9ZzFEMYaD7r83PE8ONeMYzfZMESDj6Q6xwseq2BO5PfPRd0x3X1nLETMcksyWOCRjlcQWMWqDBA
https://d1wqtxts1xzle7.cloudfront.net/34545356/Maldini_et_al_2010_Foraging.pdf?1409096107=&response-content-disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DMaldini_et_al_2010_Foraging.pdf&Expires=1627519922&Signature=AHNpw7GSHDRXoj0AUUM0nAk~ivlAlPI6YHQ6lyydXoezO4eZat8K1~t~yk2RqtVdIxHuq3IdiFqU4~YGZZzVYmXnfpApMgUfCfpmtkFDHmWukybG-PPtzguuA13rpJP~86cEQs~a7DlYf5sJAUekQiu5zj2rmHUvkq07dGdO45iIRuodDZGTyq2ZPqoo2jcoOJgrthhgV3hpyzn1hN52YXysXLgIeOI5lAksO2gBkrnAiEwG3WIBpGaP9Uh2nTmkAwDmMNyKOKV7kZ0nI60Lh-HDZ5ldqyNlQkzojTW3c9baP8CoQ1Tnx-T4YxSm7xXw6UMEFOL-sz7c8DjtgyyF9A__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA
https://www.sfu.ca/biology/wildberg/NewCWEPage/papers/ZharikovSkilleterPhysBiochemZool03.pdf
http://bburikitchen.com/gaebul-fat-innkeeper-worm-aka-penis-fish


 

roles of our echiuran fauna. This can also be said of many of Australia's
soft sediment marine invertebrates—the unloved billions.
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We simply do not understand the population dynamics of even the large
and relatively common echiuran species, and the human processes that
threaten them. Given their role as ecosystem engineers, impacts to
echiuran populations can flow on to other components of the seabed
fauna, imperiling entire ecosystems.
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https://phys.org/tags/population+dynamics/


 

We can, in general terms, predict that populations have suffered from
the cumulative effects of urbanization and coastal development. This
includes loss and modification of habitats, and changes to water quality.

Populations may also be harmed by undersea seismic activities used in
oil and gas exploration, but this is still poorly understood. Until recently,
scientists knew only of the threats seismic activity posed to the hearing
of whales and dolphins. It's becoming clearer they can also affect the
planet's vital invertebrate species.

It is a dilemma for marine conservation when so little is known about a
species that impacts cannot be reliably predicted, and where there is little
or no impetus to improve this knowledge base.

We cannot simply presume an animal does not play an important role in
an ecosystem because it lacks charisma.

In George Orwell's novel "Animal Farm," it was said "All animals are
equal but some animals are more equal than others." This remains
abundantly true in terms of how humans view animals. But we must
move away from this philosophy if we are to conserve and restore the
planet's fragile ecosystems.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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https://www.frdc.com.au/project/2012-008
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025326X16309584
https://phys.org/tags/animals/
https://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/meet-the-penis-worm-dont-look-away-these-widespread-yet-understudied-sea-creatures-deserve-your-love-163728
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